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Post-transcriptional regulation is a very important mechanism to control gene expression in
changing environments. In the past decade, a lot of interest has been directed toward the
role of small RNAs (sRNAs) in bacterial post-transcriptional regulation. However, sRNAs
are not the only molecules controlling gene expression at this level, RNA-binding proteins
(RBPs) play an important role as well. CsrA and Hfq are the two best studied bacterial
proteins of this type, but recently, additional proteins involved in post-transcriptional control
have been identiﬁed. This review focuses on the general working mechanisms of post-
transcriptionally active RBPs, which include (i) adaptation of the susceptibility of mRNAs
and sRNAs to RNases, (ii) modulating the accessibility of the ribosome binding site of
mRNAs, (iii) recruiting and assisting in the interaction of mRNAs with other molecules
and (iv) regulating transcription terminator/antiterminator formation, and gives an overview
of both the well-studied and the newly identiﬁed proteins that are involved in post-
transcriptional regulatory processes. Additionally, the post-transcriptional mechanisms by
which the expression or the activity of these proteins is regulated, are described. For many
of the newly identiﬁed proteins, however, mechanistic questions remain. Most likely, more
post-transcriptionally active proteins will be identiﬁed in the future.
Keywords: post-transcriptional regulation, RNA-binding proteins, bacteria, working mechanisms, biotechnological
applications, regulation of translation, stability regulation
INTRODUCTION
Bacteria need to survive in constantly changing environments.
Therefore, they must be able to alter their gene expression in
response to environmental signals, causing protein levels to be
adjusted according to the needs of the cell. This can be achieved by
adjusting transcription initiation with sigma factors and proteins
that activate or repress transcription. However, gene expression
regulation also occurs after transcription is initiated (Perez-Rueda
and Martinez-Nuñez, 2012). The importance of these post-
transcriptional regulatory processes is highlighted by the weak
correlation that has been observed between RNA and protein
abundance (Picard et al., 2009).
Prokaryotic post-transcriptional regulators typically modu-
late RNA decay, translation initiation efﬁciency or transcript
elongation. Different types of prokaryotic post-transcriptional
regulators have been identiﬁed, including small RNAs (sRNAs)
and RNA-binding proteins (RBPs). sRNAs are typically deﬁned
as non-coding RNA molecules that bind with limited comple-
mentarity near the ribosome binding site (RBS) of their target
mRNA, causing competition with the ribosome for binding to
this region. However, the number of sRNAs that deviate from
this general deﬁnition is increasing (Liu and Camilli, 2010; Storz
et al., 2011). The new insights into the post-transcriptional mech-
anisms of sRNAs and their role in gene expression regulation were
reviewed recently (Desnoyers et al., 2013). Here, RBPs involved
in post-transcriptional regulation are discussed. For some of
these proteins, the mechanism of action and the targets are
well described, as for CsrA and Hfq. Their post-transcriptional
function in Escherichia coli was already reported almost 20 years
ago (Liu et al., 1995; Mufﬂer et al., 1996). Lately, more insight was
gained into the diverse mechanisms these two well-studied pro-
teins use to regulate the expression of their target genes and how
they regulate their own expression or activity in E. coli and in other
bacteria. Additional RBPs involved in post-transcriptional regu-
lation have been identiﬁed only recently and not much is known
about their post-transcriptional function. In this review, the gen-
eral working mechanisms of RBPs are discussed ﬁrst. Afterward,
examples of well-known and recently identiﬁed proteins, from E.
coli and from other bacteria, are described.
GENERAL MECHANISMS OF REGULATORY PROTEINS THAT
ACT POST-TRANSCRIPTIONALLY
Bacterial post-transcriptionally active regulatory proteins typically
bind RNA molecules and regulate translation initiation, stability,
and transcript elongation of their RNA targets, using different reg-
ulatory mechanisms. These mechanisms include (i) adaptation of
the susceptibility of the target RNAs to RNases, (ii) modulation of
the accessibility of the RBS of mRNA targets for ribosome binding,
(iii) acting as a chaperone for the interaction of the RNA target
with other effector molecules, and (iv) modulation of transcrip-
tion terminator/antiterminator structure formation, and will be
described hereafter.
ADAPTATION OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RNases
Regulation of RNA stability is an important mechanism to post-
transcriptionally control gene expression, as it affects the number
of mRNAs that can be translated or the number of sRNAs that can
execute their regulatory function. RNA stability is determined by
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intrinsic RNA elements, such as primary sequence and secondary
structure, but can be affected by sRNAs or proteins that bind to the
RNA molecule. These proteins are mainly ribonucleases (RNases).
In E. coli, single-stranded RNA-speciﬁc endoribonucleases (e.g.,
RNaseE and RNaseG) or double-stranded RNA-speciﬁc endori-
bonucleases (e.g., RNaseIII) generally initiate mRNA decay by
making endoribonucleolytic cleavages. This yields smaller prod-
ucts that are further degraded by a combination of endo- and
exonucleases, like PNPase (polynucleotide phosphorylase), RNa-
seII, or occasionally RNaseR (reviewed in Kaberdin et al., 2011).
sRNAs are mainly degraded by RNaseE and PNPase, or by RNa-
seIII if the sRNA is hybridized to an mRNA target (reviewed in
Saramago et al., 2014). In addition to RNases, other RBPs can
play a role in the regulation of RNA stability by modulating the
susceptibility of mRNAs and sRNAs to these RNases. Regulatory
RBPs can act by directly shielding the recognition sites of RNases
involved in the decay of RNA molecules if they have a shared bind-
ing preference, e.g., proteins that bind to single stranded AU-rich
regions which are also recognized by RNaseE in E. coli (Moll et al.,
2003). Other regulatory RBPs are involved in the regulation of
RNA stability and induce a change in the secondary structure of
their mRNA targets upon binding. Consequently, RNase recog-
nition sites become buried or more exposed in locally formed
structures, which positively or negatively affects the RNA stability
of these molecules, respectively (Barria et al., 2013; see Figure 1).
Although RNases are the proteins that are mainly involved
in RNA degradation, mRNA modifying enzymes can facilitate
mRNA turnover as well. Pyrophosphate removal at the 5′ end
by RppH (pyrophosphate hydrolase) and addition of a single
stranded poly(A) extension at the 3′ end of the mRNA by PAPI
[Poly(A) polymerase I] both promote mRNA degradation. Addi-
tionally, the exonucleolytic decay of highly structured mRNAs
can be facilitated by RhlB, which unwinds RNA structures in an
ATP-dependent way (reviewed in Kaberdin et al., 2011). E. coli
regulatory RBPs can interfere with the poly(A)-assisted decay of
mRNA molecules by binding to the poly(A) tail and protecting the
mRNA to which it is bound from degradation (Folichon, 2003).
Other regulatory RBPs facilitate mRNA degradation by recruiting
RNases or RNA modifying enzymes, e.g., PAPI (De Lay et al.,
2013). Because these proteins form a platform for the interac-
tion of RNA molecules and proteins, their mechanism of action is
assumed to be different and will be described later.
Many components of the mRNA decay machinery, like the
RNases RNaseIII, PNPase, RNaseII, and RNaseR as well as the
polymerase PAPI are well conserved across the bacterial kingdom
(Kaberdin et al., 2011). This is not the case for the major endonu-
cleases RNaseE/G in E. coli. However, functional homologs of
RNaseE/G were identiﬁed, e.g., RNase J1/J2 or RNaseY in Bacil-
lus subtilis (Even et al., 2005; Shahbabian et al., 2009). Therefore,
it is likely that the regulatory mechanisms identiﬁed for regula-
tory RBPs inﬂuencing the susceptibility to degrading or modifying
enzymes in E. coli are conserved in other bacteria.
MODULATING RBS ACCESSIBILITY
Besides their involvement in the regulation of RNA stability, RBPs
can post-transcriptionally control gene expression by altering the
efﬁciency of translation initiation. Translation initiation of an
mRNA requires ribosome binding to the RBS of the mRNA. This
RBS contains the Shine–Dalgarno sequence, which is a sequence
complementary to the 3′ end of the 16S rRNA. This sequence
is important for the recruitment and the correct positioning of
the ribosome on the mRNA (Shine and Dalgarno, 1974). The
more efﬁcient the pairing between the Shine–Dalgarno region of
the mRNA and the 16S rRNA, the more efﬁcient ribosomes are
recruited. Although the Shine–Dalgarno region is very important,
the interaction region of an initiating ribosome is larger than the
Shine–Dalgarno sequence alone and comprises nucleotides−20 to
+19 relative to the start codon of mRNAs broadening the region
that needs to be accessible in order for ribosome binding to occur
(Beyer et al., 1994; Huttenhofer and Fnolier, 1994; Mackay et al.,
2011; Desnoyers and Masse, 2012). Regulatory RBPs can modulate
the efﬁciency of translation initiation by directly competing with
ribosomes for binding to the ribosome interaction regionor by ini-
tiating a change in the secondary structure of the mRNA sequence
near this region (see Figure 2; Dubey et al., 2005; Baker et al., 2007;
Irie et al., 2010). The resulting reduction in translation initiation
efﬁciency often causes mRNA stability to be decreased as well.
This can be explained by two mechanisms. Firstly, RNaseE can
FIGURE 1 | Schematic overview of the working mechanism of
RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) influencing RNase susceptibility.
(A) By directly blocking RNase recognition sites or (B) by changing the
secondary structure of the mRNAs they bind. Because the targets of
RBPs can be both mRNAs and small RNAs (sRNAs) and sRNAs are not
translated, the ribosome binding site (RBS) is surrounded by a dotted
line. RBPs are depicted in yellow, endoribonucleases in blue,
exoribonucleases in orange.
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic overview of the working mechanisms of RBPs influencing the accessibility of the RBS. (A) By directly blocking this region and (B)
by changing the secondary structure of the region surrounding the RBS. RBPs are depicted in yellow, the ribosomes in black, CDS, coding sequence.
bind internally to a transcript (Mackie, 1998; Kime et al., 2010),
but it can also interact with 5′ monophosphorylated transcripts
with its 5′ binding pocket (Callaghan et al., 2005). When there is
no ribosome bound, the mRNA is not protected from this kind
of interaction with RNaseE. Secondly, when translation initiation
efﬁciency is reduced, the spacing of the translating ribosomes on
the mRNA is less compact. Consequently, it is more likely that
RNase recognition sites in the mRNA become exposed causing
transcript decay (Deana and Belasco, 2005).
RECRUITING AND ASSISTING IN THE INTERACTION WITH OTHER
MOLECULES
RNA stability or translation initiation efﬁciency can also be
affected by RBPs that form a platform to assist in the interaction
of other molecules, which consequently affect RNA stability or
translation efﬁciency (see Figure 3). The mechanism of action
of these RBPs is described here as different compared to the
previous two, because they typically bind simultaneously to an
RNA target and an effector molecule. The effector molecule
bound by the regulatory protein can be an sRNA or a protein.
As previously mentioned, sRNAs typically regulate translation
efﬁciency and RNA stability by binding near the RBS of their
mRNA targets. Intermolecular basepairing between the sRNAs
and mRNAs is facilitated by regulatory RBPs that function as
a chaperone (Herschlag, 1995; Soper et al., 2011). The proteins
recruited by regulatory RBPs can be proteins facilitating mRNA
degradation, e.g., PAPI, RNases, or the degradosome (De Lay
et al., 2013). The degradosome is a multiprotein complex in which
different components cooperate during mRNA decay. Often, it
contains RNaseE as a scaffolding protein and the protein part-
ners PNPase, enolase, and RhlB. However, its assembly is not
essential for RNA decay in E. coli (Carpousis, 2007). The recruit-
ment of these proteins by other RBPs negatively affects transcript
stability.
FIGURE 3 | Schematic overview of the working mechanism of RBPs that recruit and assist in the interaction with sRNAs and proteins. RBPs are
depicted in yellow, endoribonucleases in blue, exoribonucleases in orange, and auxiliary factors of the degradosome in brown, CDS, coding sequence.
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MODULATION OF TRANSCRIPTION TERMINATOR/ANTITERMINATOR
STRUCTURE FORMATION
A last mechanism by which RBPs can post-transcriptionally affect
gene expression is by modulating transcription elongation. After
RNA polymerases initiate transcription, transcripts are elongated
until a terminator is reached. There are two classes of terminators:
intrinsic and factor-dependent terminators. At intrinsic termina-
tors, dissociation of the elongation complex is dependent on the
nucleic acid sequence and structure, while factor-dependent ter-
mination is dependent on the action of a protein factor, like the
Rho-protein (Santangelo andArtsimovitch, 2011). Typically, these
terminators are present at the end of the operon. However, some
also exist within the 5′ leader region of the transcript. The pres-
ence of a terminator at this site prevents transcript elongation to
full length. Premature termination can be abrogated by proteins
that bind to the polymerase and allow transcription beyond the
terminator signals or by the formation of an alternative secondary
structure the enables transcription to progress (Stülke, 2002). In
the latter process, RBPs can play a role. In the case of intrinsic
termination, the RBPs can stabilize either the terminator struc-
ture or an alternative secondary structure, the antiterminator,
which prevents the terminator form forming. Often the forma-
tion of both structures are mutually exclusive (Santangelo and
Artsimovitch, 2011; see Figure 4). In general, the activity of this
type of RBPs is controlled by their phosphorylation state or by
a bound ligand, which induces major conformational changes in
the proteins (Santangelo and Artsimovitch, 2011), although there
are exceptions (Tortosa et al., 1997; Bachem and Stülke, 1998).
Furthermore, RBPs can play a role in rho-dependent termination
by inducing a secondary structure change, exposing a rho utiliza-
tion (rut) sequence that is normally inaccessible for the rho-factor.
Protein binding enables access to this region and rho-dependent
transcription termination takes place (Figueroa-Bossi et al., 2014).
DIFFERENT RNA-BINDING PROTEINS THAT ACT
POST-TRANSCRIPTIONALLY IN BACTERIA
A number of proteins involved in post-transcriptional regulation
have been identiﬁed in E. coli as well as in other bacteria. They
are listed in Table 1. From this list, the global regulatory pro-
teins CsrA and Hfq are best described in literature. CsrA works
predominantly by competing with the ribosome for binding to
the RBS of its mRNA targets. Hfq is best known for its role in
assisting interacting sRNAs and mRNAs, but the protein applies
a variety of other mechanisms to post-transcriptionally control
gene expression. Besides Hfq and CsrA, there are other proteins
that regulate the expression of their mRNA targets using similar
FIGURE 4 | Schematic overview of the working mechanism of RBPs
that modulate transcription terminator/antitermator structure
formation. (A) By stabilizing the antiterminator structure, (B) by
stabilizing the terminator structure, and (C) by exposing a rho
utilization site. RBPs are depicted in yellow, the sequences forming
the terminator in red, the sequences forming the antiterminator in
blue, and the rho utilization sequences (rut ) en rho factor in green.
RBS, ribosome binding site.
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working mechanisms. Moreover, additional RBPs have been iden-
tiﬁed that speciﬁcally regulate sRNA stability. For other RBPs
affecting translation efﬁciency or RNA stability, the exact work-
ing mechanism is still unknown. Possibly they do use analogous
mechanisms compared to those described for the well-known
proteins.
CsrA, AN RNA-BINDING PROTEIN PREDOMINANTLY ACTING BY
CHANGING RBS ACCESSIBILITY FOR RIBOSOMES
CsrA from E. coli and its orthologs in other bacteria, are RBPs
that predominantly regulate gene expression by competing with
the ribosome for binding to the RBS. CsrA is a widely conserved
protein that has been annotated in over 1500 species (Finn et al.,
2014). The protein is a global regulator, as illustrated by the
changed expression level of approximately 10% of the genes in
a csrA mutant in different bacteria (Lawhon et al., 2003; Burrowes
et al., 2006; Brencic and Lory, 2009). In general, CsrA activates
exponential phase functions and represses stationary phase pro-
cesses (reviewed inRomeo et al., 2013). This is caused by direct and
indirect regulatory events, as some CsrA targets encode regulatory
proteins themselves (Jonas et al., 2008; Edwards et al., 2011).
To determine the selectivity of the CsrA protein, a SELEX
experiment was conducted, enabling the identiﬁcation of the
RNA ligands binding with the highest afﬁnity to CsrA. The CsrA-
binding consensus sequence was shown to be RUACARGGAUGU;
with the ACA and GGA being 100% conserved. Besides by the
presence of this sequence in the mRNA target, CsrA speciﬁcity is
additionally determinedby the secondary structure of the target, as
CsrA preferentially binds to RNA molecules that have the binding
motif in a hairpin structure, with GGA in the loops of the hairpin
(Dubey et al., 2005). The similarity between the CsrA recogni-
tion sequence and the consensus sequence of the Shine–Dalgarno
region, i.e., AGGAGG, explains why there can be competition
between CsrA and the ribosome for binding at this region. How-
ever, there are examples of CsrA targets that have CsrA binding
sites that do not overlap with the Shine–Dalgarno region. In these
cases, one of the CsrA binding sites overlaps with the translation
initiation codon (Jonas et al., 2008) or the binding sites are solely
present within the coding region (Yakhnin et al., 2011a). In the
latter case, CsrA still competes with ribosome binding (Yakhnin
et al., 2011a). Generally, the reduced translation initiation efﬁ-
ciency that results from CsrA binding to an mRNA target, leads
to mRNA degradation as well (Baker et al., 2002; Dubey et al.,
2003; Wang et al., 2005), although there are exceptions (Baker
et al., 2007).
While the predominant regulatory mechanism of CsrA is direct
competition with the ribosome for RBS binding, the protein can
also use other mechanisms. One example is the binding of RsmA,
the CsrA ortholog in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, to one of its tar-
gets, psl, which causes a stabilization of a hairpin structure in the
region spanning the RBS, blocking the Shine–Dalgarno region and
preventing ribosome binding (Irie et al., 2010). Secondly, binding
of CsrA can have a positive effect on gene expression by blocking
RNaseE interaction sites at the 5′ region of the mRNA of ﬂhDC
in E. coli which has a positive effect on RNA stability (Yakhnin
et al., 2014). Thirdly, CsrA has been implicated recently in promot-
ing the translation of the moaA mRNA. CsrA binding inﬂuences
the structure of the moaA mRNA, however, this does not affect
moaA mRNA levels. The exact mechanism of translational acti-
vation therefore remains to be unraveled. Remarkably, the moaA
mRNA region that contains one of the CsrA binding sites, can
also form a molybdenum cofactor (MOCO) binding riboswitch.
It is unclear whether MOCO and CsrA can bind simultaneously
or whether MOCO prevents CsrA from binding (Patterson-Fortin
et al., 2013). Lastly, CsrA induces premature transcription termi-
nation of the pgaA mRNA in E. coli by unfolding a secondary
structure sequestering an entry site for transcription terminator
factor Rho thereby regulating transcription elongation (Figueroa-
Bossi et al., 2014). Although CsrA is predominantly involved in
post-transcriptional regulation, the protein has recently been
shown to affect transcription as well. In P. protegens, RsmA
represses lipA transcription, although the mechanism remains
unclear (Zha et al., 2014). Remarkably, lipA is additionally reg-
ulated by RsmE, which is one of the paralogs of RsmA in this
species. RsmE blocks ribosome access by binding to the RBS of
lipA.
Different Pseudomonas species indeed have three non-identical
copies of RsmA, the CsrA ortholog in these bacteria. Although
the expression proﬁle of RsmE is slightly different from the one
of RsmA, both proteins function in a largely redundant way
(Reimmann et al., 2005). Another RsmA paralog is RsmN (also
called RsmF). RsmN has a different structural organization of
α-helices and β-sheets compared to RsmA and RsmE, but the
tertiary structure is similar. This results in a conserved spatial
organization of key residues within the dimeric structure, which
is necessary for RNA-hairpin recognition (Marden et al., 2013;
Morris et al., 2013). RsmA can bind to the mRNAs of its par-
alogs, thereby negatively inﬂuencing RsmE and RsmN protein
expression (Reimmann et al., 2005; Marden et al., 2013). Alto-
gether, these elements indicate that these proteins have a unique
but overlapping regulatory role compared to RsmA. It has been
suggested that variations in sequence, structure, RNA-binding
afﬁnities and speciﬁcities between these different paralogs facil-
itate tight gene-speciﬁc control at the global post-transcriptional
level for Pseudomonads. The question remains why E. coli does
not possess this wide array of CsrA paralogs (Morris et al.,
2013).
Hfq USES DIFFERENT MECHANISMS TO POST-TRANSCRIPTIONALLY
REGULATE TARGET GENE EXPRESSION
Hfq is another very well-studied post-transcriptional regulator.
The protein is widespread but not ubiquitously present through-
out the bacterial kingdom (Sobrero and Valverde, 2012). In
general, a knockout in hfq reduces the ﬁtness of bacteria to
survive in stressful environments (Tsui et al., 1994; Christiansen
et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014). Its role in RNA
metabolism is more limited in Gram-positive bacteria compared
to Gram-negative bacteria, which is illustrated by the fact that
an hfq deletion does not have the same global effect on the tran-
scriptome of Bacillus, like it has on the transcriptome of E. coli or
Salmonella (Hämmerle et al., 2014).
Hfq has three different sites that can bind RNA: the distal, prox-
imal and lateral site (Sauer, 2013). The binding preferences of these
different RNA-binding sites are probably not that strict, as a study
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performed in Listeriamonocytogenes shows that RNA-binding sites
of Hfq have the potential to bind a wider variety of RNA sequences
than was previously thought (Kovach et al., 2014). However, in E.
coli, the distal site of Hfq does have a preference for repetitions
of ARN-triplets or poly(A) stretches (Mikulecky et al., 2004; Link
et al., 2009; Lorenz et al., 2010). The proximal site, on the other
hand, has a preference for AU-rich single stranded sequences or
poly(U) stretches (Schumacher et al., 2002; Moll et al., 2003).
Finally, the lateral site of Hfq binds U-rich sequences and dou-
ble stranded elements (Sauer et al., 2012), although the function
of this lateral site in RNA-binding is controversial (Sauer, 2013).
Some of the Hfq binding speciﬁcities overlap with the binding
preferences of certain RNases. Therefore, Hfq can inﬂuence the
RNase susceptibility of an mRNA or an sRNA. The AU-rich bind-
ing preference of the proximal binding site of Hfq, for example,
is similar to the sequence that is recognized by RNaseE. There-
fore, Hfq and RNaseE can compete for binding to the same region,
reducing RNA decay (Massé et al., 2003; Moll et al., 2003; Mohanty
et al., 2004). In the same way, Hfq plays a role in poly(A)-assisted
RNA degradation. With its distal binding site, Hfq can bind to the
poly(A) tail of mRNAs. Consequently, this region becomes inac-
cessible for exonucleases, like PNPase and RNaseII. Hfq binding
at the poly(A) tail also impairs RNaseE processing. Both processes
increase mRNA stability. However, binding of Hfq can also pro-
mote polyadenylation and thus promote poly(A)-assisted decay
(Hajnsdorf and Régnier, 2000; Le Derout, 2003; Régnier and
Hajnsdorf, 2013). Altogether, these mechanisms indicate how Hfq
is important for the stability of sRNAs and mRNAs. Although Hfq
is present at high levels in the cell, there is not enough Hfq to
stabilize all sRNAs and mRNAs. Therefore, there is constant com-
petition amongst sRNAs and mRNAs for Hfq binding (Vogel and
Luisi, 2011).
Next to its role in regulating RNA stability, Hfq can func-
tion as a chaperone to stimulate the interaction of mRNAs and
sRNAs (Møller et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2002; Geissmann and
Touati, 2004; Rasmussen et al., 2005; Kawamoto et al., 2006).
Because there are different RNA-binding sites present in a hex-
americ Hfq molecule, it is possible that an sRNA and an mRNA
are simultaneously bound to one Hfq molecule. Such binding to
Hfq brings sRNAs and mRNAs in close proximity, enhancing the
likelihood of interaction (Soper et al., 2011). However, cobind-
ing of sRNAs and mRNAs to Hfq is transient and insufﬁcient
for sRNA-dependent regulation (Hopkins et al., 2011). There-
fore RNA restructuring is also an important function of Hfq in
this process (Henderson et al., 2013). The protein can change
the secondary structure of the RNA molecules, making some
regions in the mRNA more accessible for base pairing (Soper et al.,
2011).
In addition to assisting sRNA/mRNA interactions, Hfq can
also form a platform for the interaction of these RNA molecules
with other proteins, e.g., RNaseE. This RNA/protein complex can
then further interact with the other subunits of the RNaseE-based
degradosome, causing degradation of the mRNA, and often also
of the sRNA, in the complex (Morita et al., 2005; Aiba, 2007).
The interaction between Hfq and RNaseE is most likely a combi-
nation of direct protein interactions between RNaseE and Hfq,
which occur at the RhlB recognition region of RNaseE in the
canonical degradosome (Ikeda et al., 2011), and indirect inter-
actions via the RNA molecules they bind (De Lay et al., 2013). Hfq
can indirectly interact in this way with a number of other pro-
teins, like the cold shock protein CspC in E. coli and RsmA in P.
aeruginosa, a protein that was discussed previously in this review
(Sorger-Domenigg et al., 2007; Cohen-Or et al., 2010). Another
protein that may be recruited by Hfq is Crc, a protein involved
in catabolite repression control in P. ﬂuorescens and P. aerugi-
nosa. Crc was originally identiﬁed as an RBP, able to bind short
unpaired A-rich motifs (AAnAAnAA) at or near the RBS, thereby
inhibiting translation initiation (Moreno et al., 2009; Sonnleit-
ner et al., 2009; Browne et al., 2010). However, a recent study
shows that Crc has no RNA-binding capacity and previous results
on RNA-binding rely on contaminations of Crc protein samples
with Hfq (Milojevic et al., 2013). Hfq and Crc are now assumed
to cooperate for binding to RNAs that contain an A-rich motif,
because both proteins form a cocomplex and are both necessary
for catabolite repression. Possibly Hfq recruits Crc or Crc modiﬁes
Hfq in such a way that it can more efﬁciently bind to the A-rich
stretches with its distal site, preventing translation (Moreno et al.,
2014).
Next to its functions as a (de)stabilizing factor for RNA
molecules and as an interaction platform for RNA/RNA an
RNA/protein interactions, Hfq carries out other functions. One of
these functions is competing with initiating ribosomes for access
to the RBS by binding AU-rich regions close to the RBS which are
acting as translational enhancers (Vytvytska et al., 2000; Desnoy-
ers and Masse, 2012). These translational enhancers facilitate the
interaction of an mRNA with protein S1 near the RBS, but this
interaction is impaired when Hfq is bound. S1 is a protein, weakly
associated to the 30S subunit of the ribosome that facilitates the
recognition of mRNAs by ribosomes at the initial step of trans-
lation (Subramanian, 1983). Sometimes, sRNAs are involved in
this regulatory process. Spot42, for example, recruits Hfq at the
enhancer region (Desnoyers and Masse, 2012). In another case,
Hfq binding takes place without an sRNA as a recruiting molecule.
Oppositely, binding of the sRNARyhB can preventHfq frombind-
ing to the enhancer region (Salvail et al., 2013). In addition, Hfq
has a role in transcription regulation, by inhibiting the function
of the Rho protein, which is involved in transcription termination
(Le Derout et al., 2010; Rabhi et al., 2011).
While CsrA and Hfq use different mechanisms to globally regu-
late gene expression, there are proteins that have only been shown
to use a conﬁned number of these mechanisms or regulate a more
limited number of genes. They will be described hereafter.
RNA-BINDING PROTEINS ADAPTING THE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RNases
In addition to its role in facilitating ribosome interactions with
the mRNA, protein S1 also has a function in post-transcriptional
regulation. The protein can stabilize RNA molecules by directly
shielding RNase recognition sites (Hajnsdorf and Boni, 2012).
Although S1 has no strict sequence speciﬁcity, it does have a higher
afﬁnity for AU-rich mRNA sites. As RNaseE preferentially binds
AU-rich single stranded regions as well, S1 can shield RNaseE
recognition sites and protect mRNAs against cleavage (Komarova
et al., 2005). Because S1 is capable of binding to sRNAs with the
same afﬁnity as Hfq, it has been suggested that S1 can theoretically
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regulate sRNA stability as well. However, the biological relevance
of this suggestion still needs to be elucidated (Koleva et al., 2006;
Windbichler et al., 2008).
S1 directly competes with RNases for binding to speciﬁc
sequences. However, other proteins affect mRNA stability by pro-
moting a change in the secondary structure of their mRNA targets.
Consequently, RNase recognition sites become more or less avail-
able for RNases. An example of proteins that use this mechanism
are cold shock proteins. These proteins are induced when bacte-
ria encounter a temperature downshift. One of the physiological
effects of cold is the stabilization of secondary structures thatmake
RNase recognition sites inaccessible, which likewise impairs RNA
degradation. Binding of the cold shock protein, CspA, to these
mRNAs causes, together with the induced helicases, cold-induced
secondary structures in the mRNA to be melted. Adversely, cold
shock proteins can also prevent RNA degradation. CspE can bind
poly(A) sites and can consequently interfere with either bind-
ing of PNPase or with internal cleavage by RNaseE (Feng et al.,
2001). Additionally, cold shock proteins can assist in unwinding
of secondary structures that sequester the RBS, which enhances
translation efﬁciency (Barria et al., 2013).
RNA-BINDING PROTEINS THAT AFFECT sRNA STABILITY
Hfq is very well known for its role in regulating sRNA and mRNA
stability. However, recently, other RBPs were identiﬁed that regu-
late the stability of speciﬁc sRNAs. A ﬁrst example is CsrD (Suzuki
et al., 2006). In E. coli, this protein is involved in the turnover of
the sRNAs CsrB and CsrC. These sRNAs regulate the activity of
CsrA, which is an RBP that was described earlier. Although CsrD
destabilizes the sRNAs CsrB and CsrC in an RNaseE-dependent
way, these sRNAs have no obvious RNaseE recognition sites and
CsrD has no RNase activity itself. Therefore, it was suggested that
CsrDmight induce structural changes in the sRNA,making itmore
susceptible for RNaseE (Suzuki et al., 2006). CsrD does not bind
speciﬁcally to CsrB or CsrC, however, the action of CsrD seems
to be speciﬁc. This indicates that there are additional factors in
the cell that determine the speciﬁcity of the process (Suzuki et al.,
2006). A second example of an RBP speciﬁcally regulating sRNA
stability is RapZ. RapZ is a protein identiﬁed in E. coli that func-
tions as an adaptor protein guiding the processing of the sRNA,
GlmZ. The protein has been reported to recruit RNaseE to the
sRNA. It has been hypothesized that this occurs through changing
the structure of the sRNA so it can be recognized by RNaseE, or by
functioning as an interaction platform by delivering the sRNA to
RNaseE (Göpel et al., 2013). Most likely, there are more proteins
that bind sRNAs and target them for degradation, just like RapZ
and CsrD.
RNA-BINDING PROTEINS THAT MODULATE RBS ACCESSIBILITY
TRAP (trp RNA-binding attenuation protein), a protein involved
in the regulation of tryptophan metabolism of B. subtilis, acts
through modulating RBS accessibility for ribosomes. The protein
speciﬁcally binds multiple (9–11) NAG repeats, separated by non-
conserved spacers. Because of the extended recognition sequence,
TRAP can regulate a small subset of genes, all involved in trypto-
phanmetabolism. TRAPcan act as a post-transcriptional regulator
by directly blocking ribosome access to the RBS (Babitzke et al.,
1994; Yang et al., 1995; Du et al., 1997; Sarsero et al., 2000; Yakhnin
et al., 2004). Although the protein bindsmultipleNAG repeats, it is
sufﬁcient that one repeat overlaps with the RBS to block ribosome
access to this region (Babitzke et al., 1994; Babitzke et al., 1995).
TRAP can also promote a change in secondary structure which
inﬂuences the availability of the RBS for a subset of genes (Merino
et al., 1995; Du and Babitzke, 1998). Additionally, the protein is
involved in the regulation of transcription elongation, which will
be described later.
The regulatory RBP BpuR from Borrelia burgdorferi possibly
acts by competing with ribosome binding as well, as the pro-
tein has been shown to bind to the 5′ region of its mRNA target,
thereby blocking translation. However, the only identiﬁed RNA
target of this protein this far is its own mRNA. Most likely, BpuR
is a post-transcriptional regulator of other genes in the Borrelia
genome (Jutras et al., 2013b). BpuR can also act as a DNA binding
protein, but it binds RNA with higher afﬁnity (Jutras et al., 2013a).
PROTEINS ACTING AS AN INTERACTION PLATFORM WITH OTHER
MOLECULES
YbeY is a widely conserved protein, known to inﬂuence the mat-
uration of rRNAs and to be involved in the quality control of 70S
ribosomes (Davies et al., 2011; Jacob et al., 2014). Although it is
an essential RNase in some bacteria like Vibrio cholera, the pro-
tein is not essential and has weak RNase activity in E. coli and
Sinorhizobium meliloti (Vercruysse et al., 2014). In these bacteria,
both in silico and phenotypic indications exist, supporting the
hypothesis that YbeY plays a role in sRNA regulation, although
YbeY has not yet been shown to actually bind sRNAs in vivo
in these species. In silico analyses show that YbeY displays high
sequence and structural similarities to MID domains of Arg-
onaut proteins, the central component of sRNA-mediated gene
silencing in eukaryotes. Argonaut proteins bind sRNAs that func-
tion as sequence-speciﬁc guides to lead the Argonaut proteins
to perfectly or partially complementary sequences (Mallory and
Vaucheret, 2010). Additionally, structural models assigned a prob-
able RNA-binding site for YbeY. Phenotypically, there are striking
similarities between an smc01113 mutant, the ybeY ortholog in
S. meliloti, and an hfq mutant (Pandey et al., 2011). Mutated
YbeY indeed causes an increased sensitivity to various stresses,
similarly to when Hfq is mutated. Moreover, YbeY modulates
the levels of both already identiﬁed Hfq-dependent and Hfq-
independent sRNAs and their targets in E. coli (Pandey et al.,
2014), which suggests that YbeY has a central role in RNA
metabolism. The exact working mechanism of the YbeY protein
remains unknown. Besides the suggested role in the interaction
of mRNAs and sRNAs, YbeY might still have a catalytic role as
an RNase as a functional equivalent of RNaseE (Vercruysse et al.,
2014).
While YbeY may play a central role in the general sRNA
metabolism, there are some RBPs that form a platform of interac-
tion for amore limited number of sRNAs. One example is the FinO
family of bacterial chaperones. FinO is involved in the regulationof
gene expression from the F-plasmid by facilitating the interaction
between the sRNA FinP and the mRNA of the F plasmid transcrip-
tion factor traJ. The protein facilitates sRNA-mRNA interactions
by destabilizing internal hairpins in target RNAs (Arthur et al.,
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2003) and protects them from RNaseE (Jerome et al., 1999). How-
ever, contrary to Hfq, FinO does not simultaneously bind mRNA
and sRNAmolecules (Chaulk et al., 2010). Other proteins assigned
to this FinO-family include NMB1681 in Neisseria meningitides
and ProQ in E. coli. Although NMB1681 has been shown to restore
phenotypes in an E. coli ﬁnO mutant, the role of this protein in
Neisseria has not been unraveled (Chaulk et al., 2010). ProQhas an
N-terminus homologous to FinO and a C-terminus homologous
to the C-terminus of Hfq. Both the N- and the C-terminus facil-
itate sRNA-mRNA interactions. However, the Hfq-like domain
most likely assists in sRNA–mRNA interaction, while the FinO-
like domain confers sequence-speciﬁc properties to the protein
(Chaulk et al., 2011; Sheidy and Zielke, 2013). ProQ also asso-
ciates with the ribosome, which appears to be mediated by an
interaction between ProQ and its targets being translated (Sheidy
and Zielke, 2013).
A second example of an RBP possibly involved in assisting a
limited number of sRNA–mRNA interactions is FbpB. FbpB is a
small protein involved in the regulation of iron metabolism in B.
subtilis. The protein is suggested to function as a coregulator of
the translational repressor FsrA, by targeting the sRNA FsrA to
speciﬁc transcripts and increasing the effectiveness of the sRNA.
The phenotype of an fbpB mutant can indeed be restored by an
upregulation of FsrA. FbpB is possibly involved in the recruitment
of the degradation machinery of B. subtilis as well, thereby causing
degradation of the sRNA–mRNA complex (Smaldone et al., 2012).
Although this is still speculative, this would be consistent with the
functions of Hfq in E. coli.
RNA-BINDING PROTEINS THAT MODULATE TRANSCRIPTION
TERMINATOR/ANTITERMINATOR FORMATION
TRAP and cold shock proteins have been described earlier as they
can induce a change in the secondary structure of their RNA target
which modulates RNA stability or translation initiation efﬁciency.
Additionally, these proteins can modulate transcription elonga-
tion by stabilizing a transcription terminator or antiterminator
structure upon binding. TRAP, activated by tryptophan, binds to
the Bacillus trp 5′ leader transcript and occludes the formation
of the antiterminator. This antiterminator is located upstream
of a terminator and the formation of both structures is mutu-
ally exclusive. Thereby, TRAP binding enables the terminator to
be formed and transcription is prematurely stopped (Babitzke,
2004). The cold shock proteins CspA and homologs CspC and
CspE from E. coli, work in the opposite way. These proteins
prevent the formation of transcription terminators by stabiliz-
ing an antiterminator structure (Bae et al., 2000; Phadtare et al.,
2002).
Another example of RBPs that stabilize an antiterminator struc-
ture upon binding is the Bgl/Sac family. These proteins are widely
distributed and recognize a 23–30nucleotide stretch called ribonu-
cleotide antiterminator (RAT) that partially overlaps with the
terminator sequence (Aymerich and Steinmetz, 1992). Similarly
to cold shock proteins, binding of an RBP of the Bgl/Sac family
causes this antiterminator region to fold in a stem-loop struc-
ture that occludes the formation of the terminator. The Bgl sytem
of E. coli was the ﬁrst mechanism that involves protein-mediated
antitermination (Mahadevan and Wright, 1987; Schnetz and Rak,
1988). Members of this family have been identiﬁed in different
bacteria such as E. coli, B. subtilis, Lactococcus lactis, and Erwinia
chrysanthemi. They control the expression of genes required for
the utilization of carbohydrates (Rutberg, 1997).
Lastly, PyrR of B. subtilis is involved in modulating transcrip-
tion terminator/antiterminator formation, although its mecha-
nism of action is a little different compared to the examples
described above. PyrR, activated in the presence of uridine, sta-
bilizes an anti-antiterminator structure. This structure sequesters
nucleotides of the antiterminator by basepairing with sequences
that lie further upstream, inducing terminator formation and
preventing gene expression. Only in the absence of uridine the
antiterminator can form and expression of the RNA target is
possible (Lu et al., 1996).
POST-TRANSCRIPTIONALLY ACTIVE REGULATORY PROTEINS WITH AN
UNKNOWN MECHANISM
Other post-transcriptionally active regulatory proteins have been
identiﬁed. However, often their exact mechanism of action
remains unclear. For example, YopD is a component of the type
III secretion system (T3SS) of Yersinia species and is conserved in
pathogenswith a T3SS (Schiano and Lathem,2012). It translocates
virulence factors across the cell membrane of the host. Simulta-
neously, YopD post-transcriptionally regulates genes of the T3SS
directly and speciﬁcally in complex with LcrH, a secretion chap-
erone (Schiano and Lathem, 2012). The speciﬁcity of YopD is
thought to be based on the interaction of the protein with short
AU-rich sequences, both up- and downstream of the start codon
of the target genes. However, the interaction is more complex
than YopD/LcrH and AU sequences alone. Other interaction part-
ners are involved. The post-transcriptionally active complex of
YopD, LcrH and other interacting components binds to the 5′UTR
of its targets and represses their translation, but the mechanism
remains unclear. YopD has been suggested to facilitate degrada-
tion of these targets by directly competing with ribosome binding
or promoting degradation (Chen and Anderson, 2011). However,
a recent report shows that YopD affects translation by modify-
ing the ribosome itself (Kopaskie et al., 2013). It is remarkable
that a protein with a structural function has a regulatory role as
well.
In Shigella sonnei, RodZ was identiﬁed as a membrane-
localized cytoskeletal protein that retains the rod-shaped mor-
phology of the bacterium. Later, this protein was also shown
to be involved in post-transcriptional regulation, as the protein
has RNA-binding capacity and its expression leads to repres-
sion of InvE protein synthesis by means of a decreased stability
of the mRNA. However, the working mechanism still needs
to be resolved. Possibly it forms a platform where mRNAs
and other putative regulatory factors coincide (Mitobe et al.,
2011).
FlbT has been identiﬁed in Caulobacter crescentus and Brucella
melitensis, where it is proposed to bind to the 5′UTR of the ﬂiC
mRNA. However, it is not clear how it post-transcriptionally reg-
ulates gene expression. In Caulobacter binding of FlbT promotes
degradation of its mRNA targets, whereas in Brucella FlbT is pro-
posed to be an activator of gene expression (Anderson and Gober,
2000; Ferooz et al., 2011).
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The family of AmiR and NasR transcriptional antiterminator
regulator (ANTAR) domain proteins is a last example of RBPs act-
ing at the post-transcriptional level with an undeﬁned regulatory
mechanism. They are widely distributed among different species
and are involved in transcription antitermination. These proteins
recognize an RNA motif consisting of two tandem stem-loops.
However the exact molecular mechanism of antitermination has
not been determined (Ramesh et al., 2012). For NasR of Klebsiella
oxytoca, it has been suggested that it does not involve the formation
of an antitermination structure (Chai and Stewart, 1999).
POST-TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF
POST-TRANSCRIPTIONALLY ACTIVE REGULATORY PROTEINS
To ensure that gene expression is adjusted according to the needs
of the cell, it is crucial that the expression and the activity of
the regulatory RBPs themselves are tightly controlled as well.
Remarkably, protein expression or protein activity is regulated
itself by post-transcriptional regulatory processes. Proteins that
modulate RBS accessibility, like CsrA and BpuR, have their recog-
nition site present in the 5′UTR of their own mRNA. Protein
binding to the mRNA consequently competes with ribosome
binding, reducing translation initiation efﬁciency and the expres-
sion of the protein (Yakhnin et al., 2011b; Jutras et al., 2013b).
Similarly, Hfq expression is autoregulated. The protein inhibits
ribosome binding to its own mRNA, making it at the same
time more vulnerable for cleavage by RNaseE. Two Hfq bind-
ing sites were identiﬁed upstream of the start codon, with one
overlapping with the RBS. However, the other binding site is
also necessary for translational repression together with a hairpin
structure in the coding region. These elements possibly function
as stabilizing elements for RNA/protein interaction (Vecerek et al.,
2005).
Secondly, the activity of different RBPs is regulated with
sRNAs. These sRNAs carry multiple high afﬁnity sequences that
are speciﬁcally recognized by a regulatory RBP. Binding of the
sRNA sequesters the protein, resulting in a lower number of
proteins available for binding to its mRNA targets. The best
studied examples of sRNAs that regulate protein activity by mim-
icking the protein binding sequence are the sRNAs CsrB and
CsrC (Liu et al., 1997; Weilbacher et al., 2003). They bind to
the global regulator CsrA, which was discussed previously. CsrB
and CsrC carry 18 and 9 CsrA binding sequences, respectively.
Recently, another E. coli sRNA, McaS, was shown to bind CsrA.
This sRNA has at least two CsrA binding sites (Jørgensen et al.,
2013). The different sRNA molecules that regulate CsrA activ-
ity are differentially expressed in some conditions. Consequently,
the activity of the RBP can be regulated in response to different
environmental conditions (Jørgensen et al., 2013). Remarkably,
CsrA activity is not only regulated by sRNAs. In Salmonella
Typhimurium, for example, the ﬁm mRNA can inhibit CsrA func-
tion as well. This mRNA carries the CsrA recognition sequence
but the stability or the translation of ﬁm mRNA is not affected
by CsrA binding, excluding it from being a regulated CsrA target
(Sterzenbach et al., 2013).
While CsrA is the best studied example of a protein that is
regulated by sRNAs, more of them are known. The Hfq protein,
which was extensively discussed above, is regulated by the sRNA
CrcZ in E. coli. The sRNA has multiple A-rich stretches to which
Hfq can potentially bind with its distal RNA-binding region. As
Hfq has other RNA-binding sites it is possible that the protein
can still bind and regulate other RNA molecules when CrcZ is
bound to this distal site. However, this remains to be resolved
(Sonnleitner and Bläsi, 2014). A last example is RapZ, which is
sequestered by binding to the sRNA GlmY. This sRNA resembles
the mRNA target of RapZ, i.e., GlmZ, by a conserved central stem-
loop structure (Göpel et al., 2013). This shows that not only the
global regulators, like CsrA and Hfq, are regulated through sRNA
mimicry.
Although the activity of some RBPs is regulated by sRNAs, the
activity of others is still regulated by proteins. This is the case for
the TRAP protein, which is regulated by an anti-TRAP protein
that binds near the RNA-binding pocket of the TRAP protein,
preventing TRAP from binding to its mRNA targets (Snyder et al.,
2004). CsrA from B. subtilis is another RBP that is regulated by
a protein, FliW. This antagonistic protein binds near the active
site of the protein. Remarkably, a CsrB-like sRNA has also been
identiﬁed in B. subtilis (Mukherjee et al., 2011). Its regulatory role
and the importance compared to FliW has not been unraveled yet
(Kulkarni et al., 2006).
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Regulation of gene expression is very complex and takes place
at different regulatory levels. At the post-transcriptional level,
RBPs are important gene expression regulators. These proteins
generally act by adapting RNA stability and mRNA transla-
tion efﬁciency. Hereto, they use different mechanisms, includ-
ing (i) adaptation of the susceptibility of the target RNAs for
RNases, (ii) modulation of the accessibility of the RBS for
ribosome binding, (iii) acting as a chaperone for the inter-
action of the RNA target with other effector molecules, and
(iv) modulation of transcription terminator/antiterminator for-
mation. Different post-transcriptionally active RBPs have been
identiﬁed in E. coli and in other bacteria, with Hfq and CsrA
being the two best studied examples. These proteins apply
different mechanisms to regulate the expression of their tar-
get genes. Recently, additional RBPs that affect mRNA and/or
sRNA stability or translation efﬁciency have been identiﬁed.
Although many mechanistic questions remain, they use mostly
similar regulatory mechanisms to regulate the expression of
their targets. Additionally, they are post-transcriptionally regu-
lated themselves through autoregulation and regulation by sRNA
mimicry.
Anumber of post-transcriptionally active RBPs have been iden-
tiﬁed. However, it is very likely that more RBPs are active as
post-transcriptional regulators, given that some known regulatory
RBPs have another function, e.g., as a transcription regulator or
a structural protein. Moreover, proteins that speciﬁcally regulate
sRNA stability have only recently been discovered. Therefore,most
likely, more proteins of this class will be identiﬁed in the future.
Additionally, relatively little is known about this type of regulatory
proteins in other bacteria than E. coli. Therefore, methods have
been developed to identify new RBPs. One of these methods is the
in vitro or in vivo assembly of RNA and RBPs, followed by mass
spectrometry (Tsai et al., 2011). This method has already been
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optimized forHelicobacter pylori,E. coli, Salmonella Typhimurium
and P. aeruginosa (Windbichler et al., 2008; Said et al., 2009; Rieder
et al., 2012; Osborne et al., 2014).
Further studies on well-known and newly identiﬁed post-
transcriptionally active proteins will lead to a better under-
standing of how bacteria use this type of gene regulation to
respond to changes in the environment and how different post-
transcriptional networks interact with transcriptional regulons
and with each other. This knowledge will create opportunities
for new or improved biotechnological applications, e.g., in syn-
thetic biology as a tool to control gene expression, complementing
the current approaches of transcription control. Additionally, as
many of these proteins play a central role in RNA metabolism,
interfering with the expression or the function of these proteins
can be interesting as an alternative antimicrobial strategy.
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